Usefulness of multibreed composites depends on: 1) adaptation of the average breed effects combined, 2) amount of initial heterosis retained, and 3) the rate of further improvement from selection. Potential improvement could be increased, relative to parental stocks, by retained heterosis in reproductive rate and by any increase in additive genetic variation in the composite. A single-locus, two-allele model with additive plus dominant gene effects was used to clanfy expected changes from varying: 1) degree of dominance (d) from none to over-dominance, 2) variance among parental lines in frequency of a dominant allele (V, ), and 3) mean gene frequency in the composite (CjC). Simulation for a three-breed composite (1/2, 1/4, 1/4) showed that expected heterosis retained in the 
Introduction
New composites of several preexisting breeds or strains are potentially advantageous if: 1) a new combination of traits will improve adaptation, 2) crossing can restore performance lost through inbreediig depression, and 3) a combination of greater selection intensity from 2Present address: Anim. Res. Div., MARDI, GPO Box a higher reproductive rate and more genetic variability in the composite will increase possible continuing response from selection.
Several authors have shown an expected increase in genetic variance in composite populations proportional to diversity in gene frequencies of parent lines (James, 1966; Jackson and James, 1970; Hill, 1971; Howe and James, 1973; Lopez-Fanjul, 1973) . However, Lerner (1954) and Gunawan and James (1986) have shown that both direction and magnitude of such change in genetic variance also depends on the degree of dominance and mean gene frequency in the composite and is inversely proportional to the number of loci affecting variability (Wright 1952) .
The present study computed expected effects of degree of dominance and mean gene frequencies for three parental lines on relative heterosis retained and on changes in additive genetic variability in their composite populations. A later paper will compare these expectations with experimental results for two, three-breed composites and their parent populations of sheep.
Materials and Methods
Simulations compared average additive genetic variance and mean performance of F2 populations formed from 112, 1/4, and 1/4 contributions of three breeds with that for the weighted mean of the parental populations. The model assumed traits controlled by a number of independent two-allele loci with no epistasis. Genotypic'values assumed were AA = 1.0, Aa = d, and aa = -1.0, where A is the dominant allele, d is degree of dominance measured as deviation of heterozygote from mid-parent value in units of (AA -aa)D, and QA is fiequency of the dominant allele (Falconer, 1981) . Dominance levels of d = 0, .5, 1.0, and 2.0 were simulated for gene frequencies ranging from .1 to .9 in increments of .05 for each of the three parental populations. Thus, for each of four levels of dominance (d) there were 4,913 (= 173) paratat gene frequency (si) combinations, or 19,652 in total, including reciprocals. Random mating with independent assortment of loci and no epistasis also were assumed in calculating means and variances for parent lines and their composite.
Computations of means and variances for parental and composite (F2 or later generation) populations agree with those given by Falconer (1981) , as follows: 
Thus, the weighted mean variance within parental lines for a given composite was:
and the percentage change in variance from parental mean to composite was:
Genetic diversity among parent lines was expressed as the variance among lines in mean gene frequency:
Results and Dlscusslon

Retained Heterosis and Parental Diversity
The expected relationships of variance in mean gene frequency among three parental Relative percentage of heterosis retained in the composite increases with higher degree of dominance (d = .5 to 2) and with greater diversity among parent lines 07,) but decreases with higher mean gene frequency (qc = .2 to .8) at any given Vq and d. Highest levels of retained heterosis are attained for intermediate qc, simply because greater diversity of % is possible when qc is intermediate.
Also note that, at any given Vq and d, the effect of qC on AH% becomes ever smaller as qc increases from .2 to .8. These results ignore possible epistatic interactions among genes at different loci, which could be more favorable in long selected parent lines than in random recombinations in F2 generations from inter se matings. However, regardless of any epistatic recombination loss, greater experimentally observed heterosis retained in F2 populations would suggest some combination of higher degree of dominance, greater diversity of parent lines, and(or) lower mean gene frequencies of dominant alleles. Such retained heterosis represents a sustainable advantage of a composite over parental lines or breeds. Retained heterosis in reproductive rate also would permit increased response from greater intensity of continuing selection in a composite relative to that in parental lines, unless there is lower additive genetic variance in the composite.
Genetic Variance and Parental Diversity
The expected percentage changes in additive genetic variance from parental mean to an F2 composite (AV,) with increasing variance in gene frequency among parental lines (Vq) are shown in Figure 2a This expected effect of Vq on AV, declines sharply for higher d and is affected greatly by qc, being much more positive for lower qc. gene frequencies of dominant alleles (qc > S), the genetic variance within the composite could be much less than for the mean of the parent lines, even for modest diversity of parent lines (Vq). This is because qc is nearer the optimum q (where Vap is near zero) than the q for the several parental lines.
Genetic Variance and Retained Heterosis
The expected association of change in additive genetic variance from parental to F2 composite populations (AV,) with increasing level of heterosis retained in the composite (AH) is of interest because experimental information is obtainable for AH but not for diversity in parental gene frequency (Vq).
These expectations are shown in Figure  3a There is a curious pattern for the increase in variance within composite over that within parent lines ( A V , ) to increase curvilinearly with higher levels of retained heterosis (AT3 > 4%) more extremely for higher levels of gene frequency cifc > .4 to .7).
For complete dominance (d = 1; Figure 3b ), changes in genetic variance of composite from parental levels ( A V , ) with increasing retained heterosis (AH) are positive only for mean gene frequencies of .5 or less, and reach similar maximum levels of AV, (70 to 90%) for increasing levels of qc and AH (.2 to .5 and 15 to 30%). A marked decrease in V , below parental levels (-30 to -50%) is expected when qc is .7 or higher and expected retained heterosis is lower (AH < 12%).
For over-dominant situations (d = 2; Figure   3c ), the increase in V , with increasing retained heterosis is much smaller and only for qc < .4, and is maximum (60%) only for qc GENETIC VARIATION IN = .2 and AH = 23%. Change expected in Vac is increasingly negative (-20 to -100%) for qc = .5 to .8 and over a wide range of heterosis (5 to 40%).
Obviously, there are a variety of genetic situations for heterotic traits in which the additive genetic variance in new composites could be smaller rather than larger, than that in the parental lines used to form the composite. To the degree that frequencies of favorable dominant alleles tend to approach their ultimate theoretical equilibrium values of (1 + d)/ 2d + 1 for any degree of dominance (Dickerson, 1952) , qc will generally tend to average well above .5. In this case, genetic variance in a composite would only be expected to exceed that in the parent lines when typical loci have partial dominant favorable effects coupled with a relatively high percentage of retained heterosis in the composite (AH > 5%; Figure 3a) . Experimental values of genetic variance in composites smaller than in their parental stocks would be quite compatible with complete to overdominant favorable gene effects (d = 2 1) and the relatively high gene frequencies expected for such alleles.
Other simulated quantities that would be free of assumed over-all mean levels, and also might be used to predict changes in genetic variance within composites relative to the mean variance within the parental lines, are:
where V, is the weighted variance among means of parental lines. The mean genetic SD within parental lines ( .rpbp ) would act as a scalar for retained heterosis (ju -6) when both are affected by diversity among parental lines (V, ) , mean gene frequency (qC), and degree of dominance (d).
These expectations will be compared in a later paper with those for actual retained heterosis and genetic variances for two sheep composites and their five parental breed populations.
ity in a composite is likely to exceed that in parental lines only when dominance is partial or when frequencies of favorable dominant or overdominant alleles are far below expected equilibrium values. However, gains in adaptation and retained heterosis in performance, including greater potential selection intensity from a higher reproductive rate, may more than offset any loss of genetic variability in new composite populations. 
